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Pop Shaffer's Rancho Bonito consists of five structures all of which were built in the late 
19305. Though it was under cultivation to provide produce for the Shaffer Hotel in 
Mountainair; the primary purpose of Rancho Bonito was to provide workshop and display 
area for Shaffer's unique animal art.

The main entrance to the farm on State Road 14, one-half mile south of Mountainair, is 
decorated with cut and painted logs. The first structure encountered is the display house, 
which once served as the workshop. It is a frame (24-by-24-foot) gable-roofed structure. 
The exterior is decorated with logs and is colorfully painted. The chimney is log encased 
and -one' pediment'has-Q red,' whitfev"and': blue jbaiiited desft)n> -In the spring of 1978 there 

^ fire 'In the" house and shortly -after -trie: house-'was 1 'reb'tHlt 'as it was originally.

Across the^-road from tne. d is playhouse Is-a sw<1mm'ingi pool 1 ;' a 'rock-garden, and windmill. 
The swimming pool is not in use and the tower of the windmill has collapsed. South of 
the display house was a pond which was used for boating,

Southeast of the pond is the barn, the only building still in use, .It.-is a .frame"building 
and has a gable roof and decorative log siding. On the doors are some of Shaffer's works, 
figures with milk pails and geometric designs. In the pediment is a log star burst and 
the name and date.

The tenant's house, northeast of the barn, is a stone house with a shed roof. The stone 
used is rough limestone and the parapet is of cobblestone. The chimney is of rough cut 
stone and there are geometric designs in the parapet, The house has four rooms and is ./.• 
currently vacant. The ceiling was originally of Celotex, but was damaged by water. The ^ 
roof and ceiling haV£ ;i beeri 'replaced;- 11 " i;ll! ' i - ••' • • •'•

Th6»-workshop and: chic ken-•coop-are:.beyond:rthe house and barn. '<• Both-are small metal
buildings; one'with a shed roof and the other with a flat roof. Pop Shaffer's tools
and'-equipment remain intact in the workshop. ••-'• •»'-!'•'

Originally, Pop Shaffer's animals were displayed in the few acres around the structures. 
All the animals have been removed.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The ephemeral nature of the work of the folk environmentalist and ^the general>public ; 
mistrust of such unusual works of ̂ art, has'often-resulted in their .destruction., Simon. 
Rodia's Watts Towers, a major American monument, and James Hampton's Throne barely 
escaped destruction but; are now recognizecb.by:the National Register and the Smithsonian 
Institution, respectively, as highly significnat works by American folk artists. Although 
the environmental creations of Clem "Pop" Shaffer located in.Mountainair, New Mexico 
have been relegated to the status of benign neglect, the visual evidence strongly 
suggests that we are faced with a folk art monument of major proportions and the res 
ponsibility for its preservation.

Clem "Pop" Shaffer was born in 1880 in Harmony, Indiana and moved with his new wife to 
Mountainair in 1908. Like many folk artists the heart of his life's work began later 
in life. In the 1920's he began work on the Hotel Shaffer at the urging of his wife. As 
he says in his autobiography, "In 1929 I built a dining room on the hotel also 8 more 
rooms the dining room is my unusual piece of work." By 1931 he had built the fence 
which runs along beside the Hotel Sha,ffer. , "Then in 1937 I started to build my tenant 
a house and barn on the ranch I also built a show house, for » my .-wooden animals* I alsoi 
built a work shop where I make all my wooden animals." Today these buildings -- the 
Hotel Shaffer, -the -cow -barn, the show house, and-, the tenant's/--; remain remarkably intact. 
The creatures that inhabit their walls as unusual ornament have not been-vandal i-ze,d, but 
serve to give an impression of the total universe, a very private universe, that"Rop" 
Shaffer created in this small, dying town.
At one time Mountainair was the "Pinto Bean Capital of the World. 11 The Hotel Shaffer 
was an attractive and popular place to visit and we have evidence that as many as 12,000 
people a year went on to Rancho Bonito to see the rest of Pop Shaffer's Wooden Zoo, In 
addition to his architectural work and ornament, Pop created hundreds of wooden, fantasy 
creatures or root monsters which were shown in the show house; larger animals were shown 
outside at the edge of the lake which once bordered the show house at the Rancho Bonito. 
Today seven examples of Pop Shaffer's root monsters are hosued at the Museum of 
International Folk Art, a division of the Museum of New Mexico, and approximately 
twenty-five other creatures are still in the Hotel Shaffer. In addition, scrapbooks, 
an autobiography, professional photographs and perhaps even a technicolor film allow 
reconstruction and interpretation of the not too distant past when Pop Shaffer orchestrated 
his special Utopia.
Like other artists,the folk art environmentalist seems to be'driven by the need for 
expression, but in this case the expression often takes the form of a lifetime, single 
project which is guided by the desire to form an environment over which the artist has 
complete control. The unfty.jpf the artist's vision is readily apparent but the under 
lying motivation is much more difficult to discern. On the whole, works by American 
folk environmentalists seem to share no direct relationship with the art of the past or 
awareness of developments in the art of their contemporaries. They work outside the 
mainstream, intently focusing on an inner vision, the content, scope, and style of which 
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is the sole product of the artist. What the forces were that motivated Pop Shaffer 
to begin work on his animals and decorated buildings are not known, nor do we know 
what guided the creation of such a unified vision. We do know that there are no 
other examples of folk environments on this scale in New Mexico and that efforts should 
be made to preserve this humorous and impressive monument to one man's vision.

Christine Mather, Curator of 
Spanish Colonial Art 
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Clem "Pop" Shaffer's Rancho Bonito is a unique folk expression in New Mexico. It 
consists of simple structures of wood and stone which were showplaces for his "root 
animals". He placed his animals in and around his mountainair farm creating a personal 
environment, a personal Utopia. Other folk environments found in the U.S. are, like 
Rancho Bonito, the result of one person's vision and hard work and are made from found 
materials. It is, however, unusual to find this extensive an environment created out 
of natural wood forms and patriotic feeling,

Shaffer's deep patriotic feeling is illustrated not only by his frequent use of 
red, white and blue, but his gifts to Presidents. In 1941 Shaffer gave one of his 
animals to Roosevelt andin 1947 he gave an ashtray to Elenor Roosevelt. In 1953 he gave 
a lamp and chair to President Eisenhower.

Upon "Pop" Shaffer's death in 1964 nearly the entire collection was purchased by 
a trading post operation to serve as a tourist attraction, Only the animals in the 
Shaffer Hotel and the Museum of International Folk Art remain well cared for,

Rancho Bonito itself has not suffered from similar neglect because of the time 
and energy the Don Shaffer family has put into it. They are currently repairing 
the Display House which had burned. Thus Rancho Bonito remains intact as the most 
complete expression of New Mexico's singular "Pop" Shaffer.
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